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perfect use. I have no right to talk about the Christian life,
least of all to a priest, but I feel constantly something of
what you allude to, the contrast between these intense
pleasures—which are more and better and higher, though,
than your " lust of the eye "—and the severity or apparent
severity of the New Testament.... Somehow or other I
suppose we have got to " lose our life " and " take up our
cross", and yet not make the fatal mistake of the ascetic
ideal which was certainly not our Lord's, and which has
several times so nearly made Christianity responsible for a
bankruptcy of science, art, thought, and civilization. For
that the only secret, no doubt, is the difficult and great one
of knowing Christ after the Spirit. One hopes that the
light will shine, but for me the reconciliation is often very
hard and distant. We must ha!ve, and ought to have, a
material, intellectual, and aesthetic life: and for none of the
three does the New Testament seem to care much. Yet
the supreme unprovable certainty of faith is, as Inge says,
that the Ultimate is a. Union of Infinite Goodness, Truth,
and Beauty, iji which the Three are one and perfectly
harmonized, each indeed being a different light of the
other, and God being each and all. We feel assured of
these high things in our best moments, but it is hard to
live them in the workshop, and perhaps still more at the
dinner table or in the ea!sy chair. ... I somehow have
written all this in a strain with which I think I can say I
have never troubled you before, all on the text of your
innocent " What a pagan I am"! . . . The Church;s
evidently very strong here: bookshops full of clerical
pamphlets, and books of devotion, and notices about
retreats, etc. One wonders how that struggle will all epd;
not, I think, in the victory of the blackguards who are
trying to expel from Lille the Little Sisters of the Poor;
but not in the victory of the obscurantism of Pius X either,
I think. We have yet got to await some great man who
will work out, for the Church of Rome especially, a
reasonable faith, and the " reasonable service " which, for
St. Paul, went with it.

